MODIFICATIONS

Per Kansas law, a school bus used to transport students in Kansas in any manner cannot be altered, changed or modified.

Some prohibited items included but not limited to are:

- Mounted hand sanitizers
- Plexiglass shields
- Plastic curtains for the drivers seating area
- Plastic curtains for student seating

Hand sanitizer may be on the bus if school district policy allows it. Pumps or spray bottles may be used which need to be stored and or secured while the vehicle in motion.

(KSA 8-2009, 8-2009a and KAR 91-38-4)

TEMPERATURE SENSING TECHNOLOGY

Safety Vision IR Thermometer, TRS (Temperature Reading Station-247 Security Inc), PPE Warrior AL Thermometer, PRO-VISION PX-1510 Compact Infrared Temperature Scanner and the OTC513us have been approved for installation on the bus. It shall be installed per the Bus Manufacturer’s recommendations. It shall be a flush mounted system utilizing an adhesive material and shall be mounted on the right side of the entry area as you enter the bus. No adjustable brackets or pedestals allowed. Due to HIPAA concerns, the system shall not display a temperature reading which can be seen by others. Temperature sensing equipment shall be touchless and shall not require a student to place their forehead near the sensor. Similar temperature sensing technology and installation must be approved by the Bus Manufacturer. Please consult with Kansas Truck, Midwest Bus Sales, Midwest Transit Equipment or Masters Transportation prior to any purchase or installation of this technology.

(National School Transportation Specifications and Procedures)